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Energy relaxation and spatial diffusion of fast
alpha particles are incorporated jnto a
multi-energy group model which is coupled to e
f lu id transport code for the thermal - plasma
species. The multi-energy group equations evolve
trie temporal- and spatial-dependent alphe-
particle distr ibution function and thus determine
alpha ~ part icle heating and loss rates fo-
arbitrary tnsrmaUzation and diffusion models.
The effects oi deviations from classical> locsi
thermal ization on plasma performance are
discussed. I t is shown that spatial diffusion
can lead to inversion of the fast - ion
distribution function even i f thermalization
remains classical . This inversion may drive
instabi l i t ies and lead to anomalous
therms Iization . Ripple-induced spatial diffusior
of fast alphas is used to i l lustrate the
irportance of extending ths analysis to include
pitch-angle dependence.

INTROO'JCTID'.

finalysis of fast alpha particle behavior jr
the f i r s t D-T experiments in TFTR. JET and 1-27
wi l l De a c r i t i ca l step in determining tne
success of fusiori. Global plasma energy anaiyse-
mey not provide a sufficient data"" base f ; r
checking theoretical models for fast aipha
be~avic~ oeoause the heaiiug it\ iness eyper Ltt.ent.=
wilt de Geminated by auxiliary sources.
Measurement of the fast alpha dis t r i b u n e
functicr, h=; been prooosed as a means cc

obtaini'ic f ; r e detailed information although tne
required djac"ostic techniques s t i l l need to be
develops^. ntriono tne questions to be resolves
are whether ine thermalization rate is classical
e.id wh=tner spatial diffusion is important during
the tnermeUzauon process. I f classical
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behavior is not observed, it would be helpful to
resolve the pitch angle dependence of the
distribution function to distinguish the relative
contributions from trapped and circulating
particles.

flfter estimating the levels of anomalous
radial transport and thermalization which would
begin to impact the results of local, classslcal
thermahzation. we summarize the numerical model
and apply it to INTOR and FED-R plasmas. Of
particular" interest is the effect of magnetic
field ripple on the confinement of fast alpha
particles. R simplified ripple model has been
used by Hamne'n and finderson , et a' -» to show
that direct loss of ripple-trapped alphas can
lead to significant particle and energy losses.
They point "out that these losses may be
overestimated by the simplified magnetic field
model and further 9tudy is warranted. These
losses should be greatly reduced by col Iisionless
dstrapping ' and become diffusive rather than
direct, "fl diffusive model for ripple-induced
transport of banana-trapped alpha particles has
been developed by Yushmanov. The present model.
which does not include the pitch angle dependence
of the distribution function, can only be applied
to the ripple transport problem Jf pitch angle
scattering is very rapid and radial transports
diffusive in nature. Since classical pitch angle
scattering is very small and ripple losses may be
better approximated with a loss-cone model, we
find that it is necessary to extend the
computational model to include pitch angle
dependence.

The computational model is based on a
multigroup approach developed by D. Post in
unpublished notes. It has been ussd by Corman.
et at. i for classical energy relaxation and
flux-limited spatial diffusion of fast alphas in
inertiel fusion plasmas. ' The problem is
somewhat simplified in magnetically confined
plasmas since the magnetic field should restrict
fiow to much below the free-streaming limit where
flux limiting is important. The model has also
been used for energy relaxation and pitch angle
scattering of fast ions from Q neutral beam
injection in the BflLDUR code." l-ie extend the
model to include anomalous energy relaxation and
spatial diffusion terms. The complete model
which includes energy relaxation, pitch angle
scattering and spatial diffusion has apparently
never been applied in computations although it is
numerically feasible.
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GLOBRL flNRLYSIS OF RNOMflLOUS PROCESSES

Classical thermaUzatlon leads to a fast
alpha density profile which is strongly peaked on
axis since both the source of fast alphas and the
slowing down 11 ine increase toward the plasma
center!

f (X * n

T3/2

Even a small radial diffusion coefficient! when
combined with large gradients in the fast alpha
density can lead to significant radial flow.
This leads to a broader Ctess efficient) heating
profile.

Classical thermaUzation times can be
relatively long, sometimes exceeding estimated
energy and particle confinement times for the
thermal plasma. Collisions with the electrons
are dominant and electron heating generally
exceeds ion heating by a significant amount over
most of the energy range of the fast particles,
finomalously fast thermaUzation would Ukely be
beneficial since it would reduce the impact of
radial diffusion and improve ion heating.

To illustrate these points we can estimate
the thresholds for anomalous processes using
simplified models. Radial transport is important
when ths particle diffusion time becomes
comparable to the slowing-dotvn time!
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Considering thai the region of the plasma in
which the fast alphas are concentrated is only
about half the plasma radius Cthe strong central
peaking predicted by classical models} we use
aeff = a^' *ni5? 50-S0 D-T plasma with central
density of 10 cm and temperature of IS keV
the classical alpha particle slowJng-down time is
about 0.7 s. For a plasma radius of 100 cm the
fast alpha particle confinement time is shorter
than the thermalizalion time when D ^ > 10 cm /s.
This is comparable to the thermal particle
diffusion coefficient in tokamak experiments.

Using the plasme conditions cited above, the
fraction of the alpha energy given to Ions by
Coulomb collisions is about 25*. If an
additional anomalous energy relaxation process is
present the effective fractional energy transfer
to the ions can be estimated from;

?f - Ten

If all the anomalous energy relaxation leads to
increased ion heating only a 20* acceleration of
the thermalization proqess is needed to increase
tha total ion heating by 50%.

CQMPUTRTIQNfiL MODEL

Following the development by Corman - et al..-
the Fokker-Planck equation with an added spatial
diffusion term can be integrated over all Ditch
angles and a single energy group to obtain:

3nc,. [pi i *
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where n ^ is the fast alpha density in energy
group jt p is the spatial (flux surface*
coordinate. V is the plasma volume contained
inside the surface p and primes denote
derivatives with respect to p. In the
development of this model the fundamental
approximation is to neglect the second derivative
of the distribution function with respect to
velocity Cthe energy diffusion term). This
approximation is valid for high energy test
particles thermallzing on a much * cooler
background plasma and is equivalent to
considering only downscattering in energy. The
energy group equations can be solved sequentially
starting with energy group 1 where the fusion
source term replaces the downscattering term from
group j - 1, The distribution function has been
assumed isotropic although this assumption can be
relaxed.

The slowing down time through each energy
group is given by:

where E( and £,+^ are the upper and lower energy
boundaries respectively of group j. For
classical thermalization the group slowing down
time can be evaluated analytically when the" fast
alpha velocity is much less than the electron
thermal velocity and much greater than the ion
thermal velocity!"
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where the characteristic energy relaxation time
and critical energy for alpha particles in a
50-50 D-T plasma are given by5

r - 3-32 x 3011
 T 3/2

E c « 36.8 Te

with units in cn\f keV and St

fin anomalous contribution to the energy
relaxation process can be incorporated into the
model simply by using a generalized expression
for E. Ue use a more approximate form which
allows separate evaluation of the classical and
anomalous group slowing down times:

-

where k denotes the physical process contributing
to alpha particle energy loss.

We assume the following simplified form for
the anomalous energy relaxation for illustrative
purposes:

E a n = -



for which the the total and group slowing down
times can be evaluated analytically:

can
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where H is the number of energy groups and E i ^
is the lowest energy boundary which is welt above
the temperature of the thermal background.

The radial fast part ic le flux for energy
group j is assumed to have the form*

where <lVp! > denotes a flux-surface-averaged
conversion from flu* to reat space coordinates.

DISCUSSION 0" RESULTS

The computational routine MIRTH Cijul U-group
Ion Radial-transport and IHermalization} was
tested for i t s response to a step change in the
alpha part icle source with-.a fixed set of
background plasma parameters. fls few as 18
energy groups could be used to model the
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transient response of the alpha particle
distribution without significant loss of
accuracy# in agreement with the observations of
Corman, et al. In the following applications to
INTQR plasma parameters we use 20 energy groups
and couple the MIRTH code to the UHIST32 code
which evolves the background thermal plasma
parameters and fast alpha particle source.

The contours of Fig. i show the ignition
threshold for a range of diffusion coefficientst
0aj = Dao» for the fast alphas with classical
thermalization. The curve labeled C w = 0
corresponds to local ihermalization. fl diffusion
coefficient of 1 x 10 cm /s is seen to produce a
noticeable increase in the ignition requirements*
in agreement with global estimates. Increasing
D&Q by another order of magnitude pushes the
ignition curve to the boundary of the possible
operating range for INTOR. Tsang. et al.. have
calculated the fast alpha particle diffusion
coefficient due to low0mode number Rlfven modes
as 0^ « 4-S xl0 cm V s .

Using the value D ^ = S x 10 cm /s as a
reference, we test the impact of an anomalous
thermalization term on the ignition curve. For
the results of Fig. 2 an energy-independent
relaxation rate was assumed (0 = 83 with all
energy from the anomalous thermalization being
given to the thermal ions. fin anomalous
thermalization time of about 0.7 s completely
heals the effects of the radial diffusion since
the ignition curve nearly coincides with the
classical, local result. flgain. the results
agree with the global estimates.

It is more likely that Do;wjll be a function
of alpha particte energy. thermal plasma
parameters and magnetic geometry as in the model
developed by Yushmanov for ripple-induced
diffusion of banana-trapped alpha particles.
Yushmanov's D^. yields ripple-plateau diffusion
at both the high and low energy limits of the
alpha particles but can be up to two orders of
magnitude lower at intermediate energies. For
simplicity we use 8.01 x D£ over the whole
enerqy range to tesi the impact of the nods) on
INTO& performance. D^ scales as the cube of the
alpha particle velocity. The ignition contours
of Fig. 3 show that the ripple-induced loss is
comparable , lo the results using
D & c = 5 x 10" cm /s but has a somewhat greater
impact at higher temperatures *(lower
col Usionali ty3.



The lack of pitch angle dependence in
modeling the ripple-induced losses •Jm1ts the
validity of the results. If all alphas born on
banana-trapped orbits are assumed lost and the
remainder of the alphas are assumed to thermalize
without pitch angle scattering onto
banana-trapped orbits we~obtain the results shown
in Fig. -4. Since the ripple-induced diffusion is
due to loss of banana-trapped particles and the
effect is greater than assuming a prompt loss of
all bar. an a-trapped alphas, the distribution
function should become highly anisotropic. This
ie contrary to the assumptions in the
computational model. For cases like this the
alphas should approach a toss-cone type
distribution with losses limited by scattering
into the loss-cone, fl loss-cone model used by
Hamne'n and ftndersoni et at. for particles
trapped in local ripple wells would be more
appropriate in this limit. Further development
is required on both the physical and
computational models before a more definitive
statement on ripple-induced losses can be made.

The steady-state fast alpha distribution
function in velocity space is shown as a function
of plasma radius in £ig. 5 for an INTOR case with
<n> = 7.0 x 10 cm"° and density-weighted
average temperature of 12 keV. Classical, local
thermallzation leads to a monotonical ly
decreasing fC..CvD with increasing v at all radii
as was shown by Cordeyf et al. The distribution
function has a smaller gradient at high
velocities „ whgn radial diffusion with
D ^ = S x 10 cm^/s is added as shown in Fig. 6
ana eventually inverts CFig. 73 if spatial
diffusion is further increased even though
thermalization remains classical. Note that the
fast alpha distribution is broadened in real
space and reduced in magnitude by radial
diffusion as expected. Inversion of the
distribution function can potentially drive
instabilities which affect both the
thermalization and spatial diffusion of the fast
alphas although there may be a threshold on the
fast alpha" density to produce such
instabilities.

In smaller devices the inversion of the
distribution function can occur at lomer levels
of radial diffusion as shown ID Fig. 8 for FED-fi
parameters with D ^ = S x 10 cm /s. This is
consistent with the global analysis which shows
the ihreshold value for spatial diffusion scaling
as a . The difference in a between INTOP and



FED-fl is about a factor or 2.5 when equivalent
circular radii are used.

It was noted in Fig. 2 that anomalous
thermalization can he^l the effects of radial
transport on the ignition conditions. The fast
alpha distribution function is significantly
different - an observation *hich could not be
made from a global energy balance on the plasma.
In Fig. 9 the total fast alpha density,
integrated over energy, is shown for several of
the cases considered In Fig. 2. Even though the
energy balance may be similar, thecombined
effects of radial diffusion and anomalous
thermalization can greatly reduce the fast alpha
population and the resulting contribution to the
pressure.

SUMMflRT

The development of both physical and
computational models for fast alpha behavior in
reactor plasmas is still in its infancy. He have
shown that relatively low levels of radial
transport can have deleterious effects on reactor
performance. Anomalous thermalization may
ameliorate these effects or even improve
performance. Results from the first D-T
experiments in TFTR, JET and T-20 should be
examined as thoroughly as possible to provide a
check on the models and guide their further
development. It appears that a measurement of
the fast alpha distribution function, or at least
a measurement of the fast alpha population* would
be necessary to resolve the issues related to
fast alpha behavior if the diagnostic techniques
can be developed.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1 Radial transport of the fast alphas moves
the ignition curve to higher densities through
broadening of the heating profile.

Fig. 2 flnomalous thermal 1 ration can improve the
heating efficiency of the fast alphas and reduce
ignition requirements.

Fig, 3 Magnetic field induced radial diffusion of
fast alphas, as modeled with 1% of ripple-plateau
diffusion, leads to a significant modification of
the ignition curve.

Fig. 4 When the impact of spatial diffusion from
banana-trapped alphas is greater than the impact
of the loss of all alphas born on banana-trapped
orbits as shown here, the assumption of a nearly
isotropic fast particle distribution is violated.

Fig. S The steady-state distribution function for
classical, local thermalization is monotonically
decreasing with velocity at all radii.

Fig. 6 Increased radial diffusion broadens the
distribution function in both real and velocity
space.

Fig. 7 Further increases in radial diffusion may
invert the distribution in velocity space in the
plasma core.

Fig. 8 In a smaller plasma the threshold for
radial diffusion to invert the distribution
function in velocity space is reduced as shown in
this FED-fi case.

Fig. 9 The combined effects of radial diffusion
and anomalous thermalizaUon significantly reduce
the fast ion population even though the net
impact on the plasma energy balance may not be
noticeable.


